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OneDrive for Business also gives you the control to select which files and folders that you want to sync to a
specific device. This makes it difficult to know exactly when corruption occurs and can delay appropriate
response measures. It also ensures you have the necessary data on hand to support an investigation if a security
issue does occur. The mobile experience is as polished as the web experience and actually even easier to use. I
advise against using the Shareable option, as I can't think of a single scenario in which you would want to let
your employees share anonymous links with unknown external users. Some platforms take all this a step
further, offering scheduling capabilities that allow you to automatically generate and send reports to auditors
on a timeline of your choosing. If this is applicable to your situation, you should consider moving the file to a
shared collaboration space. If a user loses their personal device, MAM ensures that only the OneDrive app will
be deleted, leaving personal content, such as images, untouched. The link will only work for the people you
specify. In , Microsoft launched OneDrive, a rebranding of its original storage platform SkyDrive, with a
mission to simplify cloud storage for all. A more important feature that you get with OneDrive is selective
sync. An example of these practices in play is the ability to send files with a one-time verification code. Just
tap the menu button in the upper-left corner to view your files, photos, recently accessed content and shared
content. The business user decides which files he or she wants to have accessible with just one click: Looking
back at our marketing scenario, you can share a file within the File Explorer: The sharing experience is exactly
the same as within the browser. All these features have saved our teams countless headaches one just one
project. Learn more about Azure Information Protection labels here. While over a quarter of security attacks
involved insiders, as we mentioned, almost three-quarters were conducted by outsiders, with members of
organized criminal groups behind half of these episodes. Install the desktop client and OneDrive creates a
special folder called a sync folder. Setting Up The good news â€” if you are using an updated copy of
Windows 10, you already have OneDrive! People with existing access. Other mobile app features that will
please SMB users include document scanning and automatic photo or video uploads.


